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WELCOME 
Nau mai, hoki mai ngā Taniwha o Kāwai  

Welcome back to your Vodafone Māori leadership programme Kāwai. After our Wairua strengthening 
wānanga at Mataatua Marae, it is only right that we maintain and grow the momentum that we have 
grown as a whānau from Wānanga 1. 

Throughout each wānanga we will be using universal Māori values and show how these can enhance your 
personal (home) and professional (work) life. 

Wānanga 2 – Mana Hinengaro (Emotional and Mental Strength) 
We will explore core principles of strengthening your hinengaro and using essential elements of Māori 
traditions and values to achieve this. You may recognise these through your own upbringing or connections 
with your whānau, marae and communities. 

Our second wānanga is at the Auckland Operations Centre where you will have the opportunity to re-

engage with your Kāwai whānau and further your professional development. This second wānanga will: 

• Enhance your Indigenous Values even further. Cementing key learnings from Wānanga 1 and 
growing them throughout this wānanga. 

• Acquire a cultural Decision-Making Model – using the acronym MANA as a base to make difficult 
decisions in a timely manner and with confidence. 

• Consider the roles that you play in life – at work, with whānau, and how leadership is a part of that. 

• How to have courageous conversations – the ability to use your decision-making tool to speak up in 
meetings, manage upwards to your superiors and have difficult conversations 

• A system to overcome adversity - Developing tools for your Hinengaro so you can identify negative 
thought patterns and what you can do to mitigate and transform these thoughts to overcome long-
term adversity. 

• A system to project success – Developing tools for your Hinengaro so you can embrace your success 
and weave this into other parts of your life.  

To prepare for the wānanga we ask you to complete a few short reflections. The purpose of these 
reflections is to: 

• Ensure that you have content ready for some of our working sessions and to be prepared for the 
subjects at hand.    

• Allow you to capture any questions that you may have on the subjects to be covered by the 
wānanga.   

We expect that this preparation will take 60-90 minutes to complete. 

We look forward to working with you in the coming session 

Michael Moka 
Michael Moka  
Lead Facilitator 
Indigenous Growth Limited   
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EXPECTATIONS FOR WĀNANGA 2 

Based on what you understand about Kāwai. 

This section is for you to consider what you hope to gain from the second wānanga. We also ask 
you to consider how you will contribute to the learning of the group. 

What do you hope to gain from the second Kāwai wānanga? 

 

 

RECAP WĀNANGA 1 
Master Mauri Tū 
How have you strengthened your Mauri? Wairua, Hinengaro, Tinana, Whānau 
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Acknowledge Mauri Ora 
What whanaungatanga (relationships) do I need to strengthen? 

 

Negotiate the Tapu 
What Tapu (restriction, structure and discipline) do you have to put in place? 

 

Achieve Mana 
Am I doing the mahi I need to do to get the mana? (Wairua, Hinengaro, Tinana, Whānau) 
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Brain Stage 
Are you putting more winning thoughts in your brain than losing thoughts? 

 

Agree to Dream Stage 
Take time to dream without any limitations 

 

Define Wairua Stage 
Now you have your Wairua Statement – reaffirm your Wairua daily and weekly. Use it as 
motivation and your main source for decision making. Your Wairua statement will get better 
and change as you do. 

 

Rōpū Project 
Ensure you have completed your quick wins. Find out what your next steps are. Ensure your 
rōpū are all on the same wave length. You will get 45 minutes to korero and update the whānau 
on Wānanga 2. 

 

Indigenous Executive Coach 
Complete your actions that you developed throughout your coaching conversation. Feel free to 
talk to your coaches if they are there at Wānanga 2 or through sending through an email. 
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PRE WORK WĀNANGA 2 
Wānanga 2 is Mana Hinengaro (Emotional Power and Authority). In this wānanga we will be 
covering decision making models, mental toughness and courageous conversations. For this to be 
effective we need you to come to the wānanga with understanding of EGO and how to identify 
those types of EGO within yourself first and with others. Here is a quick link to a video we would 
recommend you watch about this (Visual and Audio), we have some readings below (Read and 
Write) and activities to fill out before wānanga (Kinesthetic) 

Video: PAC Model - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Zr01zLEGcY  

The indigenous values that we will be covering in Wānanga 2 will be enhanced further if you are 
able to identify and define different ego states based on this pre-work.  

 

PARENT-ADULT-CHILD 
A theory which I find very useful in helping me to gain a better understanding of people is that of 
Transactional Analysis or TA, which was first developed by Eric Berne, an American psychiatrist 
and psychotherapist. He observed certain patterns of thought and behaviour in his patients and 
developed his observations into a psychological model which can be very easily explained. 

Basically, the theory suggests that each of us has three ego states from which we operate, 
regardless of our age or status.  These are parent-adult-child and are always represented like this: 

 

Our PARENT 
is a mixture of the rules and norms which were passed to us in the early 
stages of development - the taught element. 

 

Our ADULT 
is the result of the influences upon us merged with our experiences of life 
and the perceptions we have reasoned for ourselves - the thought element. 

 

Our CHILD 
represents how we received the messages which were going on around us, 
the feelings which they evoked - the felt element. 

  

P 

A 

C 

Reference: Ferguson, J. Perfect Assertiveness (2003). United Kingdom:  Random House Business Books 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Zr01zLEGcY
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THE PARENT-ADULT-CHILD EGO STATE OF 

OUR SELF 
5 ways of communicating 

 
 

Controlling Nurturing 

Controlling Parent: 
When I behave in ways copying my parents telling me what to 
do 

Positive: Genuinely aimed at protecting or promoting Mauri 

Negative: Puts the other person down 
 
Nurturing Parent: 
Copying the behaviours of how my parents looked after me  

Positive: Genuinely want to help others 

Negative: Disempowers their current or potential ability  

 

Adult: 
Behaviour that responds to the here and now. 
Takes into account the reality of what is happening. Have a 
strategy to develop appropriate actions. Can identify when 
Parent and Child Ego is at play. Can bring the demanding 
parent and needy child to a values-based conversation.  

 
 

Free Adaptive 

Free Child: 
Behaviour from my childhood that doesn’t listen to parents, 
rules or limits. 

Positive: Expressing emotions in a safe situation and bringing 
the enhancing inner child out. 

Negative: Spontaneous selfish behaviour – not caring about 
rights or feelings of others.  
 
Adaptive Child: 
Ways of behaving based on pleasing others 

Positive: Desire to please others 

Negative: No backbone to say No  

  

PARENT 

ADULT 

CHILD 
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YOUR PARENT EGO STATE 
Imagine that from the day you were born until the age of about ten, a tape 

recorder was switched on inside your head to record everything that it hears from 
the outside world. 

Now, find yourself a quiet moment in your surroundings and in your head. Allow 
yourself to travel on a journey backwards. If you press the PLAY button now on 

that old tape recording, whose voices will you hear most? 

Maybe it is one or both of your actual parents, a teacher, a relative, a family friend, 
an older brother or sister? 

What sort of messages will be on your recording from birth to about ten? 
Try to recall and note down some of the actual phrases which you can hear: 

Person Saying 

Example: 
Mother 
Teacher 

Example: 
Don’t show yourself up 
We’ve got high expectations of you. Your brother did very well at this 
school 

  

It is likely that you have heard a variety of messages; perhaps you could go back to what you’ve 
written and differentiate between those which are positive and those which are negative 
messages. Some of the messages may be neutral. Put a circle round those which you perceive to 
be negative. 

Which do you hear most on the tape? 

Positive Negative Neutral 
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YOUR CHILD EGO STATE 
Having explored your parent ego state you are now invited to think about the child aspect of this 
theory. We said that the child ego state is that which is determined by how we felt the world 
around us when we were very young, rather than what we thought about it.  

Imagine now that there was a second tape - recording what you were feeling 
during your early years, not what you actually heard. 

Think about what it is like being a young person; what are the feelings 
experienced by toddlers and children? 

Here are some examples: happy - sad - scared - excited - jealous - ‘that’s not fair’ - compliant - 
manipulative - curious - frustrated - confused - sulky - angry - affectionate - loving - inferior - 
rebellious 

Add some of your own to these... 
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YOUR ADULT EGO STATE  
The adult ego state is probably what you operate in most of the time. It is the part of us which has 
thought about and learned from experiences - that has formed our own framework and attitudes 
to how we live our lives and how we accept other people.  

Our adult state is not judgmental of others, it accepts our own fallibility and takes account of our 
own and other people’s rights.  

The adult element responds to what is actually going on - it is a rational response to behaviour 
based on taking in the messages that are being transmitted here and now.  

This ego state relies on knowledge and experience.  It helps us to behave objectively. 

It is the adult ego state which enables us to behave assertively, not requiring that we defend 
ourselves or attack somebody else. 

Communicating in the Adult Ego State 
When we are in our adult ego state, we will probably use some of the following: 

Reasoning I see your point of view 

Problem-solving What do you think is the way forward here? 

Disclosing I am upset and disappointed about this 

Making criticism My view is that it wasn’t handled well 

Clarifying Can I check if we both see this the same way? 

 

BALANCING EGO’S 
A healthy individual needs a mixture of all three ego states to take them successfully through life’s 
journey. 

Your parent state is the basic map on which the routes, dangers and opportunities are written. 
Sometimes, the map will be out of date making it necessary to question it by exploring routes from 
the thinking, reasoning and objectivity which is your adult. Your child state is your experience of 
the journey; the willingness to delight in the opportunities, explore new territories, risk new 
approaches and feel the emotions of living. 

Understanding more about ourselves gives us more choices about how we can behave - 
strengthening our adult aspects increases our ability to be assertive.  

The aim of Transactional Analysis is to increase our adult state yet in doing so, don’t obliterate the 
child or parent states.  It is sufficient to be aware of them and be able to acknowledge that the 
behaviour which is routed in one of those ego states might not always be appropriate for the 
situation at the time. 
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I’M OK – YOU’RE OK 
In developing Berne’s TA theory, Thomas Harris describes what has come to be known as the OK 
CORRAL. Basically there are four ‘life positions’ which we can adopt: 

I’m OK 

You’re not OK 

Often results in putting others down; 
needing to show them who is best. 

Lacking in self-confidence and self-
esteem. 

I’m OK 

You’re OK 

Accepts that I am not perfect, and 
neither are you. 

Respects self and others. 

I’m not OK 

You’re OK 

Because others are seen as better you 
give your power away to them (and 

sure enough, they will take it) 

I’m not OK 

You’re not OK 

Extreme lack of self-worth and loss of 
interest in life 

 


